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City Slicker Shoes 

"Fashion Forward Shoes"

In business since 1977, City Slicker Shoes has been supplying customers

with the latest and greatest in footwear for years. Having expanded to

three different locations, this boutique carries a wide selection brands,

sizes and styles. Hush Puppies, Emilio Franco, and Mauri are just some of

the brand names you'll find here. For more information be sure to visit one

of their locations or the website.

 +1 313 963 1963  www.cityslickershoes.com/detroit-

shoes.html

 300 Monroe Street, Detroit MI
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Nojo Kicks 

"Get Your Kicks"

Nojo Kicks is a trendy shoe store that sells some of the best sneakers,

with exclusive designs, unique styles and also rare collector's editions.

The staff is passionate about sneakers and will find a pair that perfectly

fits your personality. Rely on them blindly. The store also sells exclusive

hats and custom jerseys that complete your entire look. Albeit on the

pricier side, their shoes and other ensembles promise durability and they

are sure to make heads turn. If you wish to let your feet do all the talking

then a visit here comes most recommended.

 +1 313 656 4402  www.nojokicks.com/  info@Nojokicks.com  1220 Library Street, Detroit

MI
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Bob’s Classic Kicks 

"Sneaker Love"

The brainchild of Jason Johnson and Christian Dorsey, Bob’s Classic Kicks

opened its doors in 2004 and is the go-to spot for sneaker loving

shoppers. Neat shelves of sneakers from all the top brands as well as

some local labels will catch your eye. The industrial decor the place gives

an expansive look. You will also find hats and tees to complement your

hip-hop wardrobe.

 +1 313 832 7513  www.bobsclassickicks.com/  4717 Woodward Avenue, Midtown,

Detroit MI
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Nordstrom 

"Designer Duds for the Whole Family"

Opened as a shoe store in 1901, Nordstrom is now one of the nation's

leading fashion retailers, offering fine apparel and accessories for

everyone in the family. This store located in The Somerset Collection, is

surely a one stop destination for fashion lovers and shopaholics, with

many brand names housed on their shelves. Shoes remain the specialty,

with a huge selection that includes unusual sizes. Designer labels like

Burberry, Marc Jacobs and Ralph Lauren fill the clothing racks. You're

sure to find something suitable for every occasion.
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 +1 248 816 5100  www.thesomersetcollection.com/  2800 West Big Beaver Road, Troy MI
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